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Middleton proposes calendar solution

□ The Committee on
Academic Affairs votes
unanimously on a
resolution to celebrate
Veterans Day.
ByDARLAWARNOCK
The BG News

The decision to cancel classes
on Veterans Day and consequently hold them the day before
Thanksgiving beginning next
year was completely based on
misinformation.
That's why the action was
repealed and a new plan recom-

mended to the Committee on
Academic Affairs in a special
meeting Wednesday.
Charles Middleton, provost and
vice president for academic affairs, had announced last week
that in order to concur with the
schedules at the University of
Toledo and the Medical College
of Ohio, the University would
celebrate Veterans Day and hold
classes the day before the
Thanksgiving holiday.
A problem arose after his
memo announcing the change
was released. Upon a closer look
at the consortium schedule, it
was noted that those institutions
do have the day before Thankgiv-

ing off. If the University decided
to hold classes the Wednesday
before Thanksgiving as the
memo indicated, the schedules
still would not match up.
In order to
correct the
problem and
address campus community
concerns which
have been
voiced since
the announcement, Middleton met with
the CAA to discuss a new solution. M,ddleton
The CAA voted to adopt the

consortium schedule, which specifies that no classes will be held
on Veterans Day or the day before Thanksgiving - without
starting classes a day early or
adding another day to schedule
anywhere.
Middleton recommended the
resolution for final approval by
the Faculty Senate in December.
He said there are three things
which were most important in
looking at the calendar. The first
goal was to make sure all three
schools had a common schedule.
Second, the University wanted to
make sure Veterans Day - a
national holiday - was celebrated. And third, he wanted to

Great American
Smokeout begins
will have to be one they are dedicated to.
"For those who are thinking
about quitting, they first of all
need to make a conscious decision that it is something they
need to do for their health,"
Hageman said.
By ANDREA VITANZA
According to the American
The BG News
Heart Association, most people
begin smoking as teenagers.
Anyone who has ever tried to They estimate that 90 percent of
quit smoking knows it can be a all smokers start smoking before
difficult and almost impossible the age of 21.
task to overcome. However, the
The AHA also stresses once a
Center for Wellness and Preven- person quits smoking, the risk
tion is attempting to make that for heart disease decreases, and
task a little easier this year.
by the time a person has quit for
Today kicks off the annual three years, their chances of dyGreat American Smokeout, when ing from a heart attack is about
those interested in quitting the the same as if they had never
habit can pick up a free survival smoked at all.
kit. The kit includes common
Hageman said there are a varihousehold tools that can be used ety of methods students can take
to occupy time that was origina- advantage of when trying to quit
lly spent on smoking and redirect smoking, and that they will be
that time to focus on quitting.
amazed by the amount of money
The kit consists of chewing they can conserve when they degum, rubber bands, straws and cide not to purchase a pack of
tips to follow that can make the cigarettes.
transition to becoming a non"If you are smoking two packs
smoker more smoothly.
a week, you can set that money
Christine Hageman, health aside and use it to take a trip or
promotion coordinator at the go on spring break," Hageman
Well, says it is a good idea for said. "Students will be surprised
students to attempt quitting how much money they can save
smoking because of all the poten- when they stop smoking for just
tial health hazards that lie ahead
of them. But the decision to quit
I Sec SMOKING, page four.

□ The Center for Wei Iness and Prevention
kicks off a program to
help students quit smoking.

BG Ncwg PliaU by Jeremy Martin
Joe Martini, University Bursar, had a surprise waiting for him in
his office when he arrived to work on Wednesday, his 60th
birthday. Fellow staff members decorated his office with balloons and pictures to commemorate the occasion.

Police officers use
safety precautions
□ The Bowling Green
police department takes
precautionary measures
to guard against contracting diseases.
By BRANDON WRAY
The BG News

In the world of law enforcement one never knows if the person being arrested Is HIVpositive or carrying another kind
of Infectious disease.
"Officers carry rubber gloves
in their car in case they need to
deal with blood or other bodily
fluids," said Thomas Votava,
Bowling Green city police chief.
"We also will have officers tested
if we think that they have been
exposed to something."

Votava said that the court
system has ruled that police can
also have criminals tested for
diseases if they feel there is a
risk.
"We have had some of the people we have arrested tested and
also some officers who may have
been exposed," Votava said.
A difficulty
that arises with
being cautious
is that the
community will
only be receptive to a
certain extent
with safety
precautions.
"The city of
Bowling Green
Votava
has high expectations of our officers and they wouldn't want offi• See POLICE, page four.

make sure the traditional University travel day was honored.
"We were inadventantly potentially undoing a very good thing,"
Middleton said. "The question
for me was how do we have three
good things. We're trying to have
it all good."
The Undergraduate Student
Government and the Task Force
of University Development took
a stand discouraging the removal
of a portion of the holiday break
in favor of starting classes earlier. A signifigant amount of concern had been voiced to the
groups as well as members of the
Faculty Senate.
Middleton said he is pleased

By MELISSA NAYMIK
Ihr IIC. News

Christmas is the time of year
when people are busy buying
gifts for their loved ones, but
what happens to those children
who are not fortunate enough to
receive one gift, let alone 10 or
more? By picking an angel off
the angel tree, students can help
give someone have a brighter,
happier holiday this year.
The year, 1997 marks the ninth
year of the angel tree project in
the Wood County area, according
to Bob Sanka, coordinator for the
angel tree.
This year, there are three organizations involved with the
angel tree project. The organizations include the BG Optimists,
the Salvation Army and Circle K.
Circle K is an group on campus
committed to service, leadership

the Habit

Within 20 minutes of smoking
that last cigarette, the body
begins a series of changes:

20 minutes
■ Blood pressure drops to normal
■ Pulse rate drops to normal
■ Body temperature in hands and leet
increases to normal

t

Bob Sanka
coordinator of the angel tree
project

been helped," said Van Horn. "I
can picture what their faces look
like on Christmas morning."
Last year 826 children
received a gift from the angel
tree. In order for a child to be
deemed an "angel tree" recipient, he or she must go through a
screening process. All of the
children are sent through nine

.'Tips

■ ■ Rely on the buddy
■1 system; have a
friend quit with you
J ■ Start a new hobby
or an exercise
, program
B ■ Update your
■ reasons for quitting
■ ■ Open a savings
■ account with the
■ money you would
■ have bought
J cigarettes with
' ■ "Just Do If

8 hours

■ Carbon monoxide level in body drops
to normal
■ Oxygen level in blood increases to
normal

24 hours
■ Chance of heart attack decreases

48 hours

■ Nerve endings start regrowing
■ Ability to smell and taste is enhanced

2 weeks - 3 months

■ Circuluation improves
■ Walking becomes easier
■ Lung (unction increases up to 30 percent

1-9 months

■ Coughing, sinus congestion, fatigue and shortness of breath
decrease
■ Cilia regrow in lungs, increasing ability to handle mucus and
clean lungs, reduce infection
■ Body's overall energy increases
SM*.

student Health ca^i*

local agencies or there is open
and fellowship.
Amy Van Horn, senior journal- registration at the Salvation
ism major, is a member of Circle Army. One main way to deK and enjoys helping those who termine if a child meets the qualifications is if he or she has a
are less fortunate.
"I think it is a good idea be- welfare card.
"Holidays tend to bring out the
cause so many children have
best in people and they seem to
understand the need to make
something special happen," said
Sanka

"Holidays tend to
bring out the best in
people."

• See DAY OFF, page four.

KICKING

Angel tree project brightens
holiday season for children
Q The angel tree project
reaches its ninth year in
the Wood County area.

with the way students and members of the campus community
pulled together to solve the problem.
"I am convinced this is actually
something we don't want to do,"
Middleton said. "The community
is clear on their opinion and I
think we need to respond."
Judy Adams, chairwoman for
the CAA, thinks the move made
by Middleton and the CAA was
very positive and in the best interests of the University community.
"One of the big issues for the
faculty was that the process was

Sanka and Van Horn spoke
about past receivers of the angel
tree project. Both said that every
year at least five or six people return to choose an angel who
received a gift from the group in
the past. The people choose to do
this because they are better off
now and want to give something
back, explained Sanka.
The angel tree will be located
in the Woodland Mall Nov.
22-Dec. 15. Gifts should be delivered, unwrapped no later than
Dec. IS. If you would like to volunteer your time to help with the
angel tree, contact Amy Van
Horn at 354-5036.

BG News Graphic by Scott Brown

Albright
looks to
end crisis
Q Russian Prime
Minister meets with
Secretary of State
Albright in neutral
Geneva to discuss
Iraqi crisis.
The Associated Press

GENEVA - Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright
rushed to Geneva Wednesday for a middle-of-thenight review of a Russian
proposal for ending the
standoff with Iraq. President Clinton insisted any
arrangement must include
the return of weapons inspectors.
In Washington, Clinton
said anew that the United
States wants a peaceful so• See IRAQ, page five.
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Music, cultural events make a campus diverse
I've had a few things on my
mind the past few months
regarding music life In the area,
which I think is pretty Important
for this college community to
start thinking about.
Anyway, to start off with, on
Monday night I went to an
excellent jazz concert that was
held here on campus. I have Just
recently started becoming more
"musically diverse" and trying to
surround muself with various
kinds of musical genres.
Something that really strikes
me about Jazz and reggae as well
as some other types of music Is
their lack of representation and
the lack of advertising on their
behalf.
For example, there have been
a few Jazz concerts recently held
In Toledo and the only reason I
knew about them was by listening to this two hour Jazz show
held on the radio Sunday from 9
a.m.-11 a.m. (that's on 94.5 FM|.
There used to be a Jazz station

JENNIFER SPAHN
that always
played Jazz
music but it
suddenly went
off the air.
So why are
there so many
problems with
getting different
types of music to1
where the public will not only
listen, but also have the knowledge of when musical events are
going to occur In the first place?
11 seems strange to me that in
a country and In a period of
history In which
multiculturallsm Is the focus of
so much education, all we hear
about is what diversity classes
are going to be required by the
University.
There is discussion about why

learning about "diversity" Is so
important for our education but
at the same time no one realizes
the exclusion that is taking place
In representation. In this case
musically.
What If more businesses
would lend monetary support to
radio stations which play and
promote music other than pop
and rock. Surely along with such
a request of advertisers, we
would hear the reply. "But these
stations don't have a large
enough audience to be worth
anything to us."
Well, such an argument would
suggest to me that there Is a
clear misunderstanding about
what is discriminatory. What I
mean to say Is that certain kinds
of music have originated from
parts of the population other
than white mainstream, for
example.
So In a lack of advertising to
let people know about these
varied musical events, there Is a

blatant case of racism (as well as advertising, no one knew about It culture. I am not arguing in this
article whether this is bad or
and the attendance at the
other kinds of discrimination)
good. Just that It Is. So if we
concerts of these famous and
taking place.
talented musicians was really
expect to create or Implement or
Maybe this argument sounds
embarassing.
change things we must use the
like a stretch but Just consider
The fact that there has been
tools that "count* In the society.
for a moment that your favorite
That tool Is money and I feel
radio station has Just been taken so much talk recently about
diversity and how we should try
we should really pressure
off the air because for some
to become more understanding of businesses to promote various
reason there were not enough
cultures outside our own Is
groups and stations that will
people listening to it to make
somewhat constructive. However, stand for the multicultural world
supporters deem It worthy of
what actual, tangible, lasting
so many of us have been saying
existence.
practices arc being Implemented
we want.
Imagine also that this station
In our campus. In our country,
It would be even better If some
was the only one which played
and In our society?
of these concerts and Informathe kind of music you like. Not
We arc not seeing support
tion would be displayed around
only would you be unable to
listen to this music on the radio, from a large number of people or this campus. We must want to be
media outlets for diversity that
a diverse campus, we certainly
but If there was a concert by
hear enough about It from
someone you really liked or who really says something. That
"something" Is very well Illusadministrators and students. So
was very famous, you would not
why don't we begin a move
trated in the example of music.
even have the access to know
toward some lasting and meanBecause we will tolerate or
about It.
ingful change right here, right
This is exactly what happened occasslonally attend a concert
even of varied musical genre does now!
at a couple of the Jazz concerts
lennifer Spahn can be reached at
not destroy these structural
that took place In Toledo rejspahn@bgnet.bgsu.edu or at 210 West
Instances of racism and lack of
cently. There have been some
Hall.
multiculturallsm.
very famous people In the city,
We live In a money-driven
but because there was little

Letter to the editor policy:
The BG News encourages readers' input to discuss
topics of interest to the BGSU community. If you
would like yo have something printed in The BG
News, we offer you two formats.
•Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500
words (less than two typed, double-spaced pages).
•Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 800-900
words) can be submitted as Guest columns. Guest
columns will be subject to space limitations and
considered based on topic relevance and quality.
Please include your address, major, academic
class and phone number (phone numbers are
strictly for verification and not for publication). If
you are not a BGSU student, please provide your
position or affiliation with the University or the
community.
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters
brought in saved on a Macintosh-compatible disk are
preferred.
Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hall, or e-mail
us at bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu. Be prepared to show
valid identification.
Space limitations may prevent The News from
printing all letters received. The News reserves the
right to edit any and all letters.
Anonymous letters will be printed if valid identification is given and the editorial board deems anonymity is in the proper interests of the writer.
The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.
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White people can't ignore their privilege
Recently, when checking my e- off, music came on and the
mall. I have come across one
whites had a party complete with
subject being discussed by
scantily rlad ladles serving
several groups - white privilege. champagne. Unfortunately, this
The basic tone is that white
Is the light that a lot of whites
people Just don't get It. Excuse
see their privilege In. Therefore,
me if I generalize, but space
they don't think of It as somerequires It. Not all whites are
thing they have because these
clueless to the concept of white
kinds of things don't happen to
privilege. Many are willing to
them In real life
believe, however, that there Is no
There is no movement for
such thing. Elmer that, or there's whites to give up things that they
nothing that can be done about already have. It's the manner In
it.
which they got those things that
In order to effectively take a
needs to be questioned. Some
look at white privilege, we must
people react as though trying to
dispel the rumors of it and only
light white privilege means that
look at the facts.
some new FBI division would be
White privilege is not about
formed to enforce new laws.
material things. I remember
"All right Mr. Smith, we know
seeing Eddie Murphy on Satur- you're In there and you have
day Night Live posing as a white three cars. That's too much
man in society to see the differ- privilege. Now. Mr. Hernandez
ence firsthand. The skit would
here Is going to drive off with
show him getting a free newspa- your Cadillac. Nice and slow. We
per because "no one was
don't want any trouble."
around."
Then what exactly Is white
On the bus. there was only
privilege? Dr. Peggy Mclntosh of
one black person. When he got
Wellesley College Center for

Research on Women states. "I
Look back at your life. Look
had been taught about racism as
something which puts others at a at your experiences. Apply It to
where you are at the exact
disadvantage, but had been
moment you are reading this.
taught not to see one of Its
corollary aspects, white privilege. Look for It in the future. All
whites, whether they admit It or
White privilege is like an
not. benefit from white privilege.
Invisible weightless knapsack of
Ton can go Into a music shop
special provisions, assurances,
and count on ilndlng the music
tools, maps, guides, passports,
ill your race represented. Into a
visas, clothes, compass, emersupermarket and litul the staple
gency gear and blank checks.
foods which fit with your culWhites are taught to think of
tural traditions. Into a
their lives as morally neutral,
hairdresser's shop and find
formative and average, and also
someone who can cut your hair.
ideal, so that when we work to
In this city, or any for that
benefit others, this is seen as
matter, has the previous statework which will allow 'them' to be ment been false? Unless there
more like 'us.'"
are special circumstances. I'd say
This definition states that
the answer Is no. It makes you
whites cash In on privileges every wonder what society considers
day. but they were meant and
standard and normal.
taught to never notice It. Lefs
Ton can turn on the television
Just look at a few examples.
or open to the front page of the
Before you (meaning white
paper and see people of your
people] take offense, before you
race widely represented. Even In
argue, before you grumble I
this paper. Look who is always
never did this and I never got
on the front page or In occasional
that - stop.
"someone hangln' around

DERRICK JONES

e

campus
picture. Every
Friday, what
music gets
reviewed?
Ton can
remain oblivious'
of the language
and customs of
persons of color
who constitute
the world's
majority without feeling In your
culture any penalty for such
oblivion. You don't have to know
Spanish or the customs of Native
Americans. But damn If we don't
have to learn the ways of the
white man and follow them just
to live day to day In this country.
Ton will feel welcomed and
"normal" In the usual walks of
public life, institutional and
social. Reducing this example to
the area of entertainment, why

do you think that things are
given racial versions.
For The Wizard of Oz" there Is
a black version. "The Wlz." There
are black "versions" of stories
like Cinderella and Plnocchlo.
Why Is this? Because It does not
seem "normal" to have anyone of
color be Dorothy. Cinderella or
Plnochlo. It does seem "normal"
to have this classic characters
portrayed by whites. Therefore
"versions" are made to specially
cater to the minorities so that the
classics can remain "unchanged."
This has Just scratched the
raw surface of how white privilege Is alive and well In our
society. Whites need to recognize
It's existence and work to challenge It. This means questioning
how you get. not what you get.
This also means questioning why
you (as In whites) are the only
ones getting It.
Derrick Jones can be reached at
dajones@bgnet.bpu.edu or at 210 West
Hall.
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FACT:
The first lime Thanksgiving was celebrated
was 1621 in Plymouth Colony, Mass.

THREE

FICTION:
Only 1621 students are planning on going
home for Thanksgiving.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
UPCOMING

A look at what some members of the community think about the issue of the day:

EVENTS

Today's Question:
"Where are you going to live
next year and why?"

Thursday, 11/20/97
Public Records Training
Sessions (9 a.m. -11 a.m.)
Alumni Room, Student Union. The
Office of General Counsel will offer
two sessions open to faculty and staff
of the University. Contact Kristie
Campbell at 372-0464 or via e-mail at
kbcampb«*bgnet with your session
choice.
Matt Gannon
Senior
VCT

Victoria Panza
Senior
Rec./ Administration

Shea Nearum
Senior
Kec..'Ad ministration

Kelly Burgess
Sophomore
TCOM

Kim Winters
Sophomore
Education

"Off campus. I don't
need to live on campus
anymore. I'm graduating."

"Columbus. Because
if s where I'm going to
start my career."

"East Hampton, Mass.
That's where I will be
interning and being a
director for a summer
camp."

"1 think I'm going to
live in Founders but
I'm not ready to live
off campus and I'm
sick of the dorms."

"In Florida. I'm changing schools."

Thursday, Nov. 20
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures

IUOTE OF
[E DAY

Ticket Sales for the BGSEA
formal dance (10 a.m. -1
p.m.)
1st Floor Education Building.

'We're trying to have it all good.'

Cleveland | 45°|

Hunger Awareness Week
Information (11 a.m. - 2
p.m.)
Union Foyer. Sponsored by
Catholic Student Connection.
Vocal Jazz Ensemble (12:30
p.m.)
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.

Charles Middleton,
provost, on the decision to give students both Veteran's Day and
the day before Thanksgiving off.

Study Abroad/Financial
Aid Meeting (2 p.m. - 3
p.m.)
Capital Room, Student Union. Call
372-0309/0479 with questions.

THUMBS UP
■ To professors who let you switch your exam time so you
can leave early for break.
W.VA

KY

■ To napping — oh, the joy.

I Portsmouth | 56°

■ To ordering food and having it delivered to your door.
Showers T-slorms Rain

Flurries

Snoin

Ice

Sunny

PI. Cloudy

■ To friends that have bands and invite you to see them
play.

Cloudy

Via Associated Press GraphicsNat

THUMBS DOWN
■ To kamikaze bike riders — pedestrians share the side
walk. You should too.
■ To napping through a class you really wanted to go to.

TODAY'S

WEATHER
■ To wanting to order food but not having the cash to pay
for it.

Today

I To friends who think their band is awesome — but it's
not.

Showers. High: 46. Low: 30.

Friday
More showers and cooler. High: 39. Low: 35.

NAACP Ticket Sales (9
a.m. - 5 p.m.)
Union Foyer
Fundraiser for Dance
Marathon (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Math Science Building Foyer.
Fundraiser will include the sale of
"turkey grams" and promo items.

)DAY S

OHIO Weather

Food Drive Collection (9
a.m. - 3 p.m.)
Business Administration lobby.

PACE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at the University. We at The BG News consider it an offbeat page where we
try to offer something for everybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely those of our staff. Have a nice day.

Study Abroad
Informational Session (4
p.m. - 5:30 p.m.)
1103 Offenhauer West. Call 3720309/0479 with questions.
Stress Management (4
p.m.)
1190lscamp Hall. Dr. Roman
Carek will be presenting a much
needed seminar concerning stress
management. Dr. Carek will offer rips
on how not to let the stress of this
rime of year get to you. This presentation is sponsored by GCPDP.
First Aid Lecture (4:30 p.m.
- 6:30 p.m.)
Union Town Room.
Jazz Lab Band I (8 p.m.)
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.
Movie Night (8:30 p.m. -11
p.m.)
Ill Olscamp. Sponsored by Kappa
Alpha Psi.
African American
Christmas Card Sale (TBA)
Education Steps.
The calendar of events is a service of The
BG News^br the community. A more
complete listing of these events can be
found on the University web page.

•EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE01

Village Green Apartments

CAMPUS QUARTERS at
□r

2 blocks from Campus

Billiards A Sports Bar

Karaoke Contest: Every Thursday 'til X-Mas!
Prizes for weekly winners!
Finals: Dec. 18th- $200 top prize

9{pzv Leasing
Jail98 & Spring 99
One & Two "Bedrooms furnished and Unfurnished
lor 2 Bedroom summer onty limited avaiiable
480 Lehman
354-3533

STEAK HOUSE
KJ
I

I I t R I I S H t D

19*1

16.1 South Main Street Bowling Green 352 2595

Sat. Nov. 22nd: "Go Bucks!"
jg Tailgate Party! 2 Big Screen TV's
IDI

jg|
18 & Over Walcoma W/ ID
ICEEEEEEEEEgoggggggggggggggggggEEEEEEEEEC

Winthrop Terrace Apts.

GAMMAJPHI BETA

Apartments Available
Summer 98, Fall 98, Spring 97

Congratuiat^s,NeW Initiates

Jessica Beck
Jodi Broe
Beth Bultrfi^
Becca Ferris
Ann Fogg
Holly Fox
Mary Frabo
Steph Heinmlller
Willow KuttaK
Lee Latham
Our Sisterh

McVey
ra Matthews
sica Meyer
hel Miracle
dy Moratschek
issy Ranald
rrl Rippl
sty Stewart

be Wall
e Walton
Winters

Stronger

PIECES OF 8
o tapptlh vocal mumble

Wednesday. Dec. 3, 1997
8 p.m.
BGSU, Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center
Th« LoulM f. Rtaft Memorial Concert
Tickets: til. tit * tit. To order
tickett. call 41 t/171-t 171 or
IOO'Slt-1114. "relented by th. Colle.e
of Musical Arts.

I
3

• Heat included with rent • All New Appliances k o
• Campus Shuttle • 1 & 2 BR. FurnVUnfurn.
•■
• 1 & 2 Full Baths • 3 Great Locations

° cMo:.or . -352-91,
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■ BIRTH CONTROL

Planned Parenthood to offer a month of free
pills
Are you short on money and not ready for any maternal surprises?
If so then "The Great Pill Giveaway," sponsored by Planned
Parenthood of northwest Ohio, could be for you.
The program offers new patients a free first month of birth
control pills when they sign up for Planned Parenthood's program. Any woman under the age of 30 is eligible for the program
according to Diane Brooks, director of patient services.
"The goal of this program is to educate people and make sure
that every pregnancy Is a planned pregnancy," she said.
Anyone interested can stop by the Planned Parenthood office
at 735 Haskins Road today in Bowling Green. People who can't
make it today can still particlapte in "The Great Pill Giveaway"
by going into to the office anytime and mentioning the program,
Brooks said.
■ DENVER CRASH

John Denver's plane may have run out of gas
SAN FRANCISCO - Running out of gas Is one of several possible causes for the plane crash that killed singer John Denver, a
spokesman for the National Transportation Safety Board said
today.
KRON-TV had reported that an NTSB Investigator said Denver crashed while trying to switch from one fuel tank to another,
and that both tanks were empty.
"Fundamentally, the investigator was stating one of the probable causes," NTSB spokesman Matt Furman said of the KRON
story. "It's misreported If ifs being reported that that Is the
probable cause."
A final NTSB report is not expected for months.
■ WISCONSIN CHILD ABUSE

Continued from page one.
not followed," Adams told
Middleton as the CAA meeting
began. "CAA came up with a
resolution with an intent to provide an option to use to take to
the other schools."
The resolution was unanimously approved through the
CAA, but there is no need to have
it approved through the other
schools because UT and MCO
both already have Veterans Day
and the day before Thanksgiving
off. The University will be in
complete alignment with their

Continued from page one.
cere who are putting rubber
gloves on in too many situations,"
Votava said. "They will only
tolerate so much."
Once a person has been dealt
with by the police, he or she Is
turned over to the Jail system
where there is a whole new set of
precautionary measures.
"We treat every Inmate as if
they are HIV-positive and a potential threat because we don't
know much, if anything, about
them when they come in," said
Betty Anderson, clinic adminstator for the Wood County Jail.
Anderson said the staff at the
Jail, which includes 10 nurses and
two physicians for an average of
110 inmates, who can stay up to a
year, does a good job of keeping

SMOKING

BRILLION, Wis. - A 7-year-old girl shut in a dog cage In a cold,
dark basement was discovered when her 11-year-old brother,
coatless and barefoot, went to a police station for help, authorities said.
Neither the girl, who appeared very thin, nor any of the other
children in the home, aged 9,6 and 16 months, were hospitalized,
Kratz said. All were placed with relatives.
The children's parents, both 28, were taken into custody and
will likely face felony child abuse charges, Calumet County District Attorney Ken Kratz said Tuesday.
The girl had apparently been kept in the cage off and on for the
past two weeks as punishment, Kratz said. The other children
may have been mistreated as well, he said.
"There's a history of ongoing abuse and neglect," he said.
The basement had no lights and very little heat, police said.

Continued from page one.

Birth in Iowa is just second in history
DES MOINES, Iowa - An Iowa seamstress gave birth to four
boys and three girls on Wednesday, listening intently as doctors
told her the condition and sex of each child. It was only the second set of septuplets known to be born alive.
Bobbi McCaughey's septuplets, born two months early by Caesarean section, weighed from 2 pounds, S ounces to 3 pounds, 4
ounces. A medical team of 40 specialists helped with the delivery. All seven were in serious condition.
"All the babies are so well-grown, so well-developed, it just
strikes me as a miracle," said Dr. Paula Mahone, who helped perform the delivery at Iowa Methodist Medical Center.
It was only the second such birth in the United States. There
are no known surviving sets of septuplets in the world.
The first baby also the heaviest was nicknamed "Hercules"
because he "held all the others up" In a pyramid formation In the
womb, Mahone said.
News of the delivery came from grandfather Bob Hepworth,
who said his daughter was resting comfortably. "I'm probably
one of the proudest grandfathers In this country at this moment," Hepworth said.
■ KIDS

Boy arrested for selling lemon drops as drugs
at school
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. - A 6-year-old boy has been suspended for half a day for bringing "drugs" to school lemon
drops bought in a health food store.
The fire department and an ambulance were called after a
teacher found first-grader Seam us Morris giving the candles to a
fellow pupil on the playground Oct. 29, said his mother, Shana
Morris. She said both boys' parents were urged to take their
children to the hospital for tests, despite her assurances the
lemon drops were harmless.

Correction
In Wednesday's NAACP extravaganza story, Corey Minor was
titled as the NAACP chapter adviser. Sabrina White is the faculty adviser and Minor is the graduate student adviser. The News
regrets this error.

Apartment living NOT
what you expected?
• call now for Spring and Summer leasing
• utilities included
• space available Immediatley
• no rent payments during school breaks
• semester leases
• close to campus
• on-site laundry facility

"We have time to deliberate on
the other Issues In a more timely
way," Middleton said. "So It's a
win-win-win situation for everyone."

POLICE

Girl kept in cage by her parents as punishment

■ SEXTUPLETS BIRTH

schedules starting next year.
An additional problem may
arise In a few years when Veterans Day will fall on a Monday,
taking away two Mondays out of
the semester.
Middleton said the University
will consider additional options
concerning the issue in time, but
as for now the calendar is set for
next year.

a small amount of time. It really
adds up."
Another method students may
want to practice consists of setting mini-goals for themselves.
"Students may want to take a
baggie with so many cigarettes in
it when they are going to campus," Hageman said. "This way
they will only smoke those cigarettes and not have to bring an
entire pack with them."
The kits are not limited to
those who just smoke cigarettes,
but for anyone who smokes cigars or uses any other tobacco

track of patients and testing
those who might be a risk.
"We do some testing if the
court orders It, or the person
wants it," Anderson said. "We
give the inmates their injections
when needed and one of our physicians does regular rounds."
The Wood County Jail also has
two special negative airflow
rooms where inmates who are
suspected of having airborn
tuberculolls can be placed, according to Anderson.
The Wood County Jail really
doesn't have a problem with
disease and infection because the
staff does a good Job and the inmates don't stay there long,
usually at the most a year while
they await trial, according to Anderson.

products.
The survival kits are available
now at the Well, and are only
meant to aid smokers who want
to quit. However, those who are
finding it difficult to kick the
habit may need to seek the help
of a professional, according to
Hageman.
"The Well is not administering
nicotine patches, but if you need
medical help to quit smoking, you
need to see your physician," she
said. "The survival kits are just
things you have laying around
the home or office that you can
utilize to help you. They are just
another alternative."

STATE •

Racial slurs found
on charred cross
The Associated Press
WILBERFORCE, Ohio -Someone planted and apparently tried to burn a cross next to
the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center, authorities said.
Museum spokesman Michael
Sampson said staffers saw the
cross when they arrived at work
Tuesday morning.
Sampson said racial slurs,
KKK and a swastika were written on the cross, which was made
of lumber and stood about five
feet tall. He said the cross was
slightly charred on the back and
there was a smell of kerosene In
theair.
"It was shocking. Our staffers
are very uneasy," said Sampson.
The State Highway Patrol was
Investigating.
Lt. John Born, patrol spokesman, said the cross appeared to
have been doused with an accelerant and lighted, but it either
did not catch fire or was put out.
He said Investigators were
checking the cross for fibers and
fingerprints and have interviewed museum officials to try to
get more information.

"It was shocking. Our
staffers are very
uneasy."
Michael Sampson
museum spokesman
"We don't have any suspects
developed yet," he said. "We're
hoping someone will call."
The museum, chartered by
Congress, opened in 1988 and
employs IS workers. Its mission
is to educate about AfroAmerican history and culture by
collecting evidence of the black
experience.
"Even as a child growing up in
the '40s and the '50s In North
Carolina, I never experienced
anything like this personally,"
said John Fleming, director of
the museum. "So it never occurred to me that in the "90s in
Ohio that a cross would be
burned on the place where I
worked."
The museum is located on the
old campus of Wilberforce University, 20 miles east of Dayton.
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Someone destroyed a phone box on North Prospect Friday
morning. A manager of a nearby business told police the box
was fixed but wanted a report on file.
A woman reported to police that one of her friends was denied his property by another man In the 1000 block of Fairview Friday night. She said her friend owed the other man
money and attempted to pay the man In return for his stuff
back. Pohce settled the situation.
A suspicious-looking car circled around another car on
Gypsy Lane Friday night. Pohce didn't find anyone.
A woman complained that a dog barked all the time in the
100 block of South Main Friday night. She said she attempted to call the owner but got no answer. Officers looked Into
lt.
A large party overflowed Into hallways and staircases In an
apartment on East Wooster Friday night. The party was
broken up.
A man drove his car on the sidewalk Saturday morning.
Police told him to drive on the roadway.
Several people threw beer bottles Into apartment windows
on East Wooster Saturday morning. The manager of the unit
fixed the windows.
A man called police because someone broke glass In the alley on East Wooster Saturday morning. Police didn't see the
glass or find anyone.
Two groups of guys started to fight in the 600 block of East
Wooster Saturday morning. Pohce broke lt up.
A man urinated on East Court Saturday morning. He was
cited for urinating in public.
Someone reported an Intoxicated man who attempted to
sleep while standing outside of BW3's Saturday morning. He
staggered and left before police arrived
Two neighbors called police on one another In the 700
block of Manvllle Sunday night. They told police they have a
problem with each other.
Police pulled over a woman for driving with frost on her
windshield Monday morning. She was advised to clean off
the window.
A man reported his car was stolen from the 1500 Clough
Tuesday afternoon. Police discovered the vehicle was towed,
not stolen, and advised him where to pick up his car.

REGION-

U.S. scientists may
have helped Iraqis
The Associated Press
TOLEDO - Allegations that
two U.S. Army scientists may
have helped upgrade the accuracy and range of Iraqi
Scud missiles may be Investigated by Congress, The
Blade reported.
The Blade and the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
both
Blade Communications Inc.
newspapers, reported in copyright stories Sunday that
the Army was Investigating
claims by Kurt D. Fickle, a
former employee of the Army
Research Laboratory In Aberdeen, Md., that two senior lab
scientists ran computer calculations between 1988 and 1990
that enhanced the weapon.
Ohio Sen. Mike DeWine and
Pennsylvania Sen. Arlen Specter, both Republican members
of the Senate Intelligence
Committee, said they may
hold hearings on the matter.
DeWine spokesman Charles
Boesel said Tuesday that DeWine has asked his staff to
look into the allegations, and
may ask the committee to hear
testimony.
"These are serious allegations," Boesel said.
Specter told The Blade he

will contact the FBI and the
Army. Both agencies have told
the newspaper they are investigating. However, senior
defense officials told The Associated Press in July that the
FBI had found no evidence to
substantiate Fickie's allegations,
The alleged missile work
would have taken place at a
time when Iraq was considered a friend of the United
States, Abld Al-Marayatl, a
University of Toledo foreign
policy professor and a specialist In U.S.-Iraql relations, said
Tuesday.
"It could be very well that
Americans participated In this
endeavor," he said "Ren.ember, the U.S. and Iraq were on
excellent terms."
Many U.S. and foreign companies In the 1980s did business with Iraq, which fought a
bloody eight-year war with
neighboring Iran. U.S. military advisors helped Iraq during that war.
That ended when Iraq invaded Kuwait in the summer
of 1990. The Persian Gulf War
was fought In early 1991.
An extended-range Iraqi
Scud killed 28 American soldiers In an Army barracks.

Great American Smokeout
Thursday, November 20

ma

y be Picked up

■1/TTfcJ at 204 West Hall

Can Newman Housing
for details on hassle-free living!

City Blotter

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Tuesday, November 25, 1997

Stop"by the
Center for Wellness & Prevention
to pick up your

Free Survival Kit
2nd Floor Student Health Service
372-WELL (9355)
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Publicist dismisses reports
about Frank Sinatra's health
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - Reports that
Frank Sinatra was "on his deathbed" were dismissed today by his
publicist, who deflected the
latest round of rumors with a
simple statement: "He's doing
OK."
Sinatra was at his Beverly
Hills home, where he returned
after spending the summer at his
Malibu beach house, longtime
spokeswoman Susan Reynolds
said. She wouldn't provide any
details about the health of Sinatra, who hasn't been seen in public since he suffered a heart attack in January.
Under the headline "Sinatra on

AsMctated Press Pasta
The current crisis with Iraq has evoked protest from some Americans.

IRAQ
Continued from page one.

lutloo to the three-week crisis
: but that Iraq could set no conditions on the inspectors. "That's
' our top line, that's our bottom
line," he said.
Russian Prime Minister Yevgeny Primakov invited Albright
and the foreign ministers of
France and Britain to this traditionally neutral city to detail a
plan he worked out with Iraqi
Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz for
resolving the latest crisis in the
Persian Gulf.
"A certain program has been
worked out that allows us, we
think, to avoid ... a confrontation,
to avoid the use of force and
achieve a settlement," he said,
refusing to elaborate.
Even as Clinton strengthened
American military power in the
Gulf, U.S. officials encouraged
Russia and France to use their in-

fluence with Iraqi President
Saddam Hussein.
State Department spokesman
James P. Rubin said Albright had
not been informed in advance
about the Russian proposal.
As she arrived in Cairo from
New Delhi for a refueling stop,
she told reporters, "Iraq must let
the weapons inspectors get back
to their vital work of preventing
Iraq from building nuclear,
chemical or biological weapons
and it must permit those inspections to proceed without interference or conditions."
Albright cut short a trip to India she already had canceled a
stop in Bangladesh to attend the
Geneva meeting.
By all accounts, the Iraqi overtures that attracted Moscow involve reducing the percentage of
American inspectors in the U.N.
weapons groups, committing the
Security Council to declaring

that the searches are unbiased
and reaffirming that Iraqi cooperation would lead to a lifting of
economic sanctions that have severely damaged the country's
economy.
Earlier this week. National Security Adviser Sandy Berger reiterated that Iraq is permitted by
the United Nations to sell some of
its oil abroad with the proceeds
used to import food and medicine, thereby easing the impact
of the sanctions
Saddam expelled Americans
serving on U.N. teams of inspectors seeking to ensure that
Iraq was not producing or stockpiling weapons of mass destructions. The United Nations responded by withdrawing all
weapons inspectors from the
country, leaving only a skeletal
staff in place.

Promise Keepersfounder
admits to addiction, temper
The Associated Press

DENVER - The first time
Promise Keepers founder Bill
McCartney said "I love you" to
his future wife, he had just
been handcuffed and was being
led off to jail because he
rammed a police car during a
drunken outburst.
McCartney, then a college
student and devout Catholic,
had exploded because he heard
his date use the Lord's name in
vain. He angrily pulled her
from a fraternity party, drove
recklessly through town and
hit the police car.
And yet his almost daily
—
i
TBET

Reynolds refused to discuss
the reports, but a source close to
the family, speaking on condition
of anonymity, told The Associated Press that "his condition lias
not changed" and "he has not gotten last rites."

Methadone an effective drug
for heroin addiction treatment
The Associated Press

BETHESDA, Md. -- Heroin addiction is a medical problem that
can be cured if doctors are freed
from heavy-handed restrictions
on the use of methadone, a federal scientific panel concluded
Wednesday.
The report by a committee at
the National Institutes of Health
supports an earlier White House
call for more physician control of
dosing and distribution of methadone, a synthetic narcotic used
to wean addicts from heroin.
Committee chairman Dr. Lewis
L. Judd of the University of California, San Diego, said physicians are reluctant to treat heroin addiction because of mountains of paperwork and "onerous" regulations imposed on the
use of methadone by federal
agencies and state governments.
"We know of no other area of
medicine where the federal
government intrudes so deeply
and coerclvely into the practice

of medicine," Judd said. "If extra
levels of regulation were eliminated, many more physicians
and pharmacies could prescribe
and dispense methadone" and
make the treatment more readily
available.
Methadone is a pill that has
some of the same physiological
effects on the brain as heroin,
which helps blunt the effects of
heroin withdrawal. Methadone
does not produce a "high" that
most addicts crave, and it takes
several hours for its biological
effects to occur. For these
reasons, Judd said, methadone is
not considered a drug that is attractive to abusers and should be
available for prescription.
"Laws to control methadone
diversion are no longer necessary," Judd said. The laws were
passed, he said, to limit distribution of methadone because of apprehension It could be sold on the
black market to heroin addicts.
The report, drafted by 12 inde-

pendent experts commissioned
by the NIH, is consistent with a
proposal made in September by
Barry McCaffrey, director of the
White House Office of National
Drug Control Policy.
McCaffrey said then methadone should be "prescribed by
doctors and not by policy" and
that trained and monitored physicians should be allowed to dispense methadone.
Bob Weiner, a spokesman for
McCaffrey, said the presidential
adviser would not comment directly on the new report, but he
continues to support changes in
federal methadone policy that
were proposed earlier.
Dosing of methadone is controlled by the Food and Drug
Administration. Distribution of
the heroin substitute also comes
under regulations of the Drug
Enforcement Administration and
the Department of Health and
Human Services.

' WORLD

drinking binges and temper
didn't frighten away Lyndl
Taussig - she married him
within a year, when she was 19.
Mrs. McCartney, now 54, dutifully supported her new husband in the years after their
1962 wedding, even though he
spent his nights at a bar instead of at home with their
growing family - three sons
and one daughter.

temper and obsession with
work.

While McCartney's public
image was that of a devoutly
religious man and hardworking football coach, privately he was consumed by an
addiction to alcohol, explosive

The man whose male followers publicly weep over
their spiritual failings ended
up driving his own partner to
depression, bulimia and the
brink of suicide.

* Don't Miss Today's
Winter Sports
Spectacular

Sinatra

deathbed," the New York Post
reported that friends and relatives were gathering around the
entertainer's bedside because
the 81-year-old singer was
fading. The Post quoted an unidentified family friend as saying: "He called in a priest to give

him a sacrament like last rites.
But he improved and rallied after
that."
The National Enquirer supermarket tabloid reported last
week that Sinatra was "losing his
brave battle for life" and secret
funeral plans had been made, including burial at Palm Desert's
Desert Memorial Park, where his
mother and lifelong friend Jilly
Rizzo are buried.

The contradictions continued
after the 1991 founding of
Promise Keepers, the all-male
ministry that instructs members to "practice spiritual,
moral, ethical and sexual purity" and "b'Uld strong marriages through love, protection
and biblical values."

East German guard convicted
in shooting death of children
The Associated Press

BERLIN - A former East German guard was
convicted today of manslaughter In the shooting
deaths of two boys, aged 10 and 13, who were fleeing across the Berlin Wall in 1966.
But the court gave Siegfried Becker a suspended
sentence of 20 months. It was the first such case in
which the victims were children.
Presiding Judge Hans Boss said the court could
not refute Becker's account that he merely shot at
shadowy figures and did not know they were children.
Boss also said it was unclear whether the fatal
shots were fired by Becker, then 26, or another

guard who has since died. The two had fired 40
times.
Furthermore, the judge said the court took into
account that Becker was young, making it more
difficult for him to defy his superiors' orders to
shoot people trying to flee East Germany.
The parents of the two children did not find out
the details of their deaths until last year. The East
German secret police had falsified documents saying they died in accidents.
Authorities now say more than 900 people died
trying to flee East Germany during the communist
state's 41-year existence. Since Germany's 1990
reunification, about 160 people have been accused
in the deaths.
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&G>t^*0^VJT\a\ are you thankful for? For only
'^S1.00 or a canned good you can have your
thank you printed on the UAO THANK YOU
PAGE in the Monday, November 24th BG News.
Just fill out the form below
and return it to the
UAO office (330 Union) by
Thursday, November 20th.
Additional forms will be available
in the UAO office if needed.
All OOnofloni win go to locol chortles
Questions?'?? Col 372-7164
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take Kaplan and get into
the right business school.
compsrternefl study
plane, tailored to your
Individual mads.

expert teachers who
know the tests
■wide and out

pan Mitossl to
rawe your score.

Even people who work with computer*
everyday can be thrown off by the new
format. Oet authentic practice In the
Kaplan computer labe.
Classes Starting Soon I

the leader in test peep and
admissions counseling

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
Ijaplan^

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
WITH fREE GAS HEAT ^
7*

•222
•222
•228
•228

S.
S.
S.
S.

College #1 & #2 - 1 bdrm onfurn
College - Efficiency
College #A - #J - 1 bdrm unfum & fum
College #K -#0 - 2 bdrm unfum & fum
'Washer/dryer on premises'
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Rental*
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HAVE A GREAT SEASON! |
John
Hustler

Center/Lett Wing
6'3" 215IDS.
Toledo, Ohio
Sophomore

Center/Defense

6T 195lbs.
Cobourg, Ontario
Junior

Go, Fight Win!

Let's Go Falcons!!!

r

#10
Chris

Bonvie

4Iut
#17
Zach
Ham

Lett Wing/Center
6T 195lbs.
Spokane, Washington
Sophomore

Center/Wing
5'10" 170lbs.
Athabasca, Alberta
Freshman

Good Luck from
the Falcon House
Hockey Shop

A7/RAGE
?SaLIon

- Complete Hockey Shop
~ Top Quality Brand !\ame.s

IfcaHgfcKHHKl

Foward
1

6'5 /2" 205lbs.
Gansevoort, NY
Freshman

AfffRAG
G)alon

#27
• Ryan
Murphy

#6
Stewart
Nowosad

Forward
6T 185lbs.
Aurora, Ontario
Freshman

Defense
6T 210lbs.
LaSalle, Ontario
Freshman

GO
BGSU!

Good Luck and to a
winning season!
THE

BG
NEWS

WAV

BGSU Falcons!

Foward

Proud Sponsor of
the BGSU Hockey
Team

Proudly
sponsors
SGSU Falcons

Proud to be a sponsor of the

Curtis
Valentine

5'81/2" 175lbs.
Stratford, Ontario
Freshman

UBtunv

uhu

#12

#16
Dennis
Williams

r/^FE

Good Luck
Falcons!!

The
Obsidian

#4
Doug
Schueller

#35
Shawn
Timm

Defense
BT 210lbs
Inver Grove Heights,
Minn.
Freshman

5'10' 215lbs.
Lancaster, NY
Freshman

Goalie

Go BG!!!

Qjalon

€)f£Bea»iy U
& (Sulu

Mr. Bojangles
*& Again

Rock The
House
Falcons!!

B.G.'s Newest
Dance Club
893 S. Main St.

352-9780

■■■■■

1997-98 Hockey Schedule
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

21
MICHIGAN*
22
MICHIGAN STATE*
27-29 at Alaska-Fairbanks*
6-7 at Michigan State*

Dec.

27

Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

28
2
3
9
18
23
24

7 p.m.
7 p.m.
11 p.m.
7/4 p.m.

SHERATON/US. AIRWAYS CLASSIC fBirlnaton VT.)

Bowling Green vs. Dartmouth
Vermont vs. Providence
Consolation/Championship
at Northern Michigan*
at Lake Superior*
at Michigan*
at Ohio State* %
NORTHERN MICHIGAN*
NOTRE DAME*

3 p.m.
6 p.m.
1/4 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
3 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
March
March

30
31
6
7
13
14
20
21
27
28
6
7

LAKE SUPERIOR*
LAKE SUPERIOR*
at Notre Dame*
at Western Michigan*
NORTHERN MICHIGAN*
MIAMI*
at Western Michigan
at Ferris State*
at Miami*
OHIO STATE*
MICHIGAN*
MIAMI*

March
March
March

13-15 CCHA Playoffs — Quarterfinals (Campus Sites)
TBA
20
CCHA Playoffs — Semifinals (Detroit, Mich.)
5/8:30 p.m.?
21
CCHA Playoffs — Championship (Detroit, Mich.)..7:30 p.m.

* CCHA game
% at Ohio Expo Center #Non-conferencc contest
Home games are shown in BOLD
All times are Eastern
For tickets call 419/372-2762 or write the Memorial Hall Ticket Office,
BGSU, Bowling Green. Ohio 43403. Add $2 for postage/handling.

7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
8 p.m.
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Jim TMCO
Sports Editor
372-2602
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Brotherly love
Strong plays out career
in tribute to older brother
□ BG's senior back, inspired by his brother's
struggles, has matured
into a star in BG.

and it's just been the best experience I've had in any sport."
Strang says he feels that his
teammates are like family, a feeling completely different than at
Illinois State. Of course, his real
family is no farther away than
the bleachers.

By JIM TOCCO
The BG News

"My whole career has
kind of been a tribute
to him. He's not only
my brother, he's my
best friend, and I love
him a lot."
Brett Strang
Falcon senior back

Bowling Green is about to take
the field for another conference
win, and as Brett Strang hears
the first few bars of the national
anthem, he glances up into the
stands.
Standing there on the field, it's
hard to believe he's here -- wearing No. 24, and at BGSU, of all
places.
But there is a fundamental difference between the two. BG is a
place where he plays soccer. The
No. 24 is an inspirational reminder of why he plays soccer.
The number belonged to his
older brother Shane, "whose
promising soccer career ended
four games into his senior year of
high school, when he ruptured
his spleen. Brett was in sixth
grade.
"My brother is the reason why
I'm playing soccer, pretty
much," Strang said. "When I was
younger, I always looked up
to him. He
wore No. 24,
and when I was
a junior in high
school, I
changed my
number to 24
for him.
"In a way, I
play each game
strang
for my brother. During the
national anthem, I always glance
up at him, and the games when
he's not there, I always think
about him at that time. He's always been my biggest fan."
Shane made an attempt to
come back to soccer, but that was
dampened by a torn medial collateral ligament in his knee. Now

Bowling Green Falcons vs.
Marquette Golden Eagles
Saturday, Nov. 22, 7 p.m.
Milwaukee, Wis.
27 years old, he can be found at
nearly all Bowling Green games,
watching his brother, who has
developed into one of the finest
backs in the region.
"I think in a way my brother
lives vicariously through me,"
Strang said. "Just because I'm
where he would have liked to be,
and I'm happy I can do that for
him."
For BG's home games, Shane
and his parents make the long
trip from Naperville, 111., the
Strangs' hometown. But none of
them thought they'd have to
travel so far.
After a successful career at
Naperville Central High School,
Brett began playing at Illinois
State University. He won ISU's
Newcomer of the Year award his
freshman year, but after that
season, the Redbirds decided to
cut their soccer program.
Strang made the move to BG
with teammate Mark Michalak
and assistant coach Wade Jean,
who is still BG's assistant.
"It was kind of a blessing in
disguise, I guess," Strang said of
ISU's decision to cut soccer. "At
first, I was devastated and I
didn't know what to do, but then
coming here was just great. I
really feel like the people I've
met here will be lifetime friends,

The 6-2 back is tall for his position, but coach Mel Mahler says
he's still one of the best defenders in the conference.
"Playing defense doesnt have
the notoriety, but Brett prides
himself every game in being the
best defender on the field," Mahler said. "Being over six feet tall
and still being able to guard
against some of the smaller,
quicker forwards is just a tribute
to his athleticism."
Strang earned second-team
All-MAC honors this year.
Despite playing at a defensive
position, Strang has scored six
career goals. His first goal was
an overtime game-winner last
year against Xavier. The 24-yard
blast led BG to a 2-1 win.
He has five goals this season.
The last two have also been
game-winners - one against
Northern Illinois in the first
round of the MAC tournament,
and the first goal against Colgate
last Saturday.
Strang will be looking to do the
same Saturday against Marquette in his third consecutive NCAA
Tournament appearance. That
game will be a little closer to
home. Though the Strang family
has put over 10,000 miles on its
car traveling to Brett's games,
Milwaukee is just 90 minutes
from Naperville.
You can bet that Shane will be
there to see It; to see his brother
living out the last days of "the
best experience" he's had. It is an
experience Shane shares.
"My whole career has kind of
been a tribute to him," Brett said.
"He's not only my brother, he's
my best friend, and I love him a
lot."
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Senior back Brett Strang has developed into a star defender since
landing in Bowling Green. Strang
transferred to BG, along with
teammate Mark Michalak and assistant coach Wade Jean, after a
stint at Illinois State ended when
the Redbirds cut their soccer
program.

CCHA has wide-ranging player base
Central Collegiate Hockey Association teams are located all
around North America. It even
stretches as far as Alaska. Not
one program is in Ontario. Yet
the Canadian province claims the
highest number of residents who
play in the CCHA with 56.
Michigan leads the list of
states with S3 players in the
league This is no surprise, considering six of the 11 league
members are in Michigan.
Other states with double figures of CCHA players are Minnesota and Illinois. British
Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba and
Saskatchewan also have a
double-digit number of residents
in the CCHA, showing that CCHA

as far west as California, Washington and Colorado. They're also
shipped in from Atlantic coast
states such as New Jersey, MasG. Michael
sachusetts and Delaware -- quite
GRAHAM
a distance for coaches to travel to
recruit top-notch hockey players.
On the Bowling Green roster,
Ontario leads all states and provinces with nine residents. Ohio
leads the states with four
players.
Talk about long-distance, Alascoaches are good at recruiting ka-Fairbanks has three players
from areas that don't have a from the Canadian Maritime
league member.
provinces of New Brunswick,
Ohio has only nine players Newfoundland and Nova Scotia
playing in the CCHA despite
European countries with
having three league members.
CCHA players are Slovenia
Some players have come from (two), the Czech Republic, Es-

CCHA Notebook
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Adult Film Star

NINA
^HARTLEY

M

Dec 8-9-10

Showtimes: s., 8,10, 12
Spend Ihansqivinq with us!
Open at 8pm
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SliowqirlS Fantasy

Alaska-Fairbanks' Sjon Wynia
with five power-play goals.

tonia, Finland and Switzerland.

Standings

Players of the Week

After Michigan State won two
non-league games last weekend,
Northern Michigan took over
first place with two wins against
Alaska-Fairbanks. The Wildcats
have 13 points toMSU's 11. Michigan and Western Michigan follow with nine points each.

Ohio State sophomore center
Hugo Boisvert was named the
CCHA Offensive Player of the
Week, while Ferris State freshman goalie Vince Owen was
named the CCHA Defensive
Player of the Week.

League leaders
Boisvert had two goals and an
assist in OSU's win at BG Saurday and also scored a goal Sunday against Notre Dame.
Owen had 60 saves in three
games of over 186 minutes of action as the Bulldogs went 1-1-1.

Miami seniors Dan Boyle and
Tim Leahy continue to lead the
CCHA in scoring with 22 and 19
points respectively. Boyle has
seven goals and IS assists, while
Leahy has eight goals and 11 assists. Leahy is also tied with

Coaltending leaders
Michigan State's Chad Alban
leads the league in overall and
league goaltending. He 1.44
goals-against averaj.e (1.S7 in
CCHA play).
Western Michigan's Matt Barnes leads the league in saves with
292 and minutes with 728.
Other games
Ohio State and Michigan wont
face off in Just football this
weekend. The bitter rivals take
each other on In hockey as well.

FALL 1 998 Leasing
Sign Up Now!
Fall 1998 Lists Now Available
• New Frazee (451 & 424) Ave. Apartments
• Frazee Ave. Apartments
• Columbia Court Apartments
• East Merry Ave. Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments
• Mercer Manor Apartments
• Ridge Manor Apartments
• Campbell Hill Apartments

GREENDWAR, INC.
052-0717

Fri- Paint-a-Showqirl Sat- Couples Night
Sun-Controversial Contests
Mon- Watch the Game with our Girls!

FRIDAY, NOV. 21 &
SATURDAY, NOV. 22
111 OLSCAMP
8:00 P.M. & 11:00 P.M.

ONLY $2,001!

FREE winqs & FREE admission with Jersey.

vw\k

SHOWGIRLS

135 S. Bryne Toledo 531-0079 M-W 12-2 Th-F 12-4 Sat 5-4 Sun 5-2

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Hours:
224 E. Wooster
Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Sarurday 9 a.m. -1 p.m.

SPONSORS KY

WESnONSKALI. .m-TIM!
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BG News sportswriters tackle two sides of
the sports Issues on every fanatic's mind

Irish aura, mystique
put Notre Dame on top
The University of Notre
Dame is the greatest college
football program of all-time.
Flat out.
The Irish have proved over
their illustrious history that
the little school in Indiana has
been the premier college football team for more than a century.
Now, I know what you're
thinking - this guy must be on
crack.
OK, Notre Dame is having a
bad year. They've been taken
behind the shed by some shady
teams and they'd probably
have trouble in a pick-up game
against the nuns on campus.
But this debate is about the
best program of all-time, so
we'll disregard this season's
debacle.
AU-time, Notre Dame boasts
the highest winning percentage of any Division I school
with its .760 mark and overall
record of 734-221-42. Along the
way, they've picked up 11 consensus national championships, far and away the most of
any school. Four different
coaches, in four different eras,
have won titles, a testament to
Notre Dame's consistency.
They've also had seven Heisman Trophy winners and 30
unanimous first-team AilAmericans - again, the most of
any school. A plethora of
famous gridiron stars have emerged from South Bend to
play professionally.
All these facts and figures
point to the Irish as the top college program of all-time, but
there's more to Notre Dame
than the numbers.
Notre Dame has more tradition and mystique then most
schools can fathom. The aura
stretches from legendary
coaches like Knute Rockne,
Ara Parsegian and Lou Hoi tz

to the Four Horseman, Touchdown Jesus, helmet-painting
ceremonies and many other
traditions that only come from
years of a dedication to excellence.
The feeling inside Notre
Dame Stadium at kick-off on a
Saturday afternoon is unmatched. Thousands of fans pack
into the stadium for a meccalike experience. For those few
hours, the Pope is the second
most Important person in the
world - behind Notre Dame's
quarterback.

Cyan
Johnson

Michael
Leonard

BG News
Sportawriter

BG News
Sports writer

TODAY'S TOPIC

What is the best college football
program in the country?
NEXT WEEK'S TOPIC

John Maddens's Turkey Leg awards —
a prestigious honor or a bad joke?
Happy Thanksgiving!

Irish football has also excelled off the field. Notre
Dame has graduated 98 percent of its football players that
have stayed in South Bend for
at least four years. The Irish
have also turned down many
top-notch prospects (like Marshall's Randy Moss) for academic and legal reasons to
keep their high standards.
Other programs that have
risen to the top of the heap in
recent years seem to have forgotten the student part of the
term "student-athlete."
Notre Dame has also never
had recruiting violations and
probably runs one of the
cleanest programs of any
school on its level, which is
amazing considering the
enormous fan and alumni base.

We want to know what you think about next week's
topic. Call us to voice your opinion: on campus at
372-2602 and off campus at 353-9315. Speak to
a reporter or leave a voice mail.

WHAT YOU SAID
JIM:$ MOM SAYS ...
"The best college
football program in the
country is one that has a
picture of a football
player on every page
saying 'Hi' to Mom."

Many programs come and go
and try to stake a claim at he
top, but it's always fleeting.
While it's admirable to be successful in stretches, only the
Irish have proven to be successful over the course of the
last hundred years.
Notre Dame's history of
winning, dedication to excellence and unparalleled tradition make it the greatest college football program of alltime.
Plus it had Rudy.

Margaret Tocco
North Olmsted, Ohio
Margaret Tocco Is BG News Sports Editor Jim Tocco's mother. She
will be contributing her expert commentary to OFFSIDES weekly.

PHOENIX - This kind of action belongs to brokers on Wall
Street, not teams trying to get to
the World Series.
But in a stunning blitz Tuesday
night, baseball offered its version of a chaotic day of heavy
trading at the New York Stock
Exchange.
Only one minute after Journeyman pitcher Vaughn Esnelman was the 70th and final pick
of an expansion draft that
dragged on for seven hours, the
tumult started.
Pedro Martinez to Boston.
Robb Nen to San Francisco. Mike
Lansing to Colorado.
General managers rushed to
the podium, stacking up like airplanes waiting to take off.
Fred McGriff to Tampa Bay.
Travis Fryman to Arizona.
The volume was startling. Announcements filled the Phoenix
Civic Plaza.
Roberto Hernandez, Kevin
Stocker and John Flaherty to the
Devil Rays Devon White and

He was finished, for at least one
day.
"I think for the night, that being the operative time frame," he
said. "Tomorrow is another day."
By the time the bell struck at
midnight EST, it was already
time to start assessing the big
winners and big losers.
The two expansion teams made
out nicely, especially after each
finished drafting its 35 players.
The World Series champion Florida Marlins and the Montreal
Expos, though, did not fare so
weU.
The Devil Rays got McGriff, a
Tampa resident, from Atlanta
and Stocker from Philadelphia to
settle their infield and Hernandez is a proven reliever.
"It was a thrill to be involved in
the situation tonight," Devil Rays
general manager Chuck LaMar
said. "We had some scenario with
every team during the week, or
almost every team."
The Diamondbacks got Fryman from Detroit, and he'll play
third base next to shortstop Jay
Bell, signed on Monday. White in

Harvey Pulliam to the Diamondbacks.
In all, 13 trades and four freecgent signings, affecting a total
of 36 players. All done in a matter of seconds, it seemed.
"It's an exciting time," Giants
GM Brian Sabean said. "I think
it's good for baseball. When a lot
of big deals are consummated
like this, it puts the sport at the
forefront."
And, there may be more to
come.
Maybe Randy Johnson to the
New York Yankees, Brady Anderson to the Atlanta Braves or
Gary Sheffield and Kevin Brown
to anyone.
It all could happen soon
enough, now that baseball's
shopping spree is going at full
tilt.
"Things were coming together
and falling apart all night," Arizona general manager Joe Garagiola Jr. said later. "This is the
kind of activity we used to have
at the winter meetings, and fans
love."
He paused to catch his breath

9-Ball Tournament
Friday, Nov. 21. 1997
3:30pm in Campus Billi
$5 per person-Bursap

«s

Prizes for^
the top three winners
«v($40-$20-$10)
%

Sign up sheet available in
UAO office (330 Union)
from Nov. 14-21.
QMtMoasm

Call 372-71*4

Sponsored By

NKWS

f.ftX.o:
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Reminds you not to
Gobble
Your Thanksgiving
Dinner.

The debate about which is
the No. 1 college football program Is justifiably wide open.
Perhaps more than ever before, college football has a parity level that allows any team
to come home with the national
championship.
Unless that team comes
from the Mid-American Conference - but I digress.
So who is the college football
king?
Florida State? Good program, but only in recent years
have the Seminoles grabbed
the spotlight.
Notre Dame? Excellent program, but recent years have
seen the Irish slip a few notches.
Nebraska? Previous to Tom
Osborne, the Cornhuskers
were pushovers and they have
only been legitimate national
title threats since the late '80s.
Besides, in my book legal
problems are automatic
grounds for removal from the
debate.
In my eyes, the best program in college football in
none other than the boys from
the Columbus: the Ohio State
Buckeyes.
There are several specific
criteria that the Buckeyes can
be evaluated as the best:
■ Heisman Trophies. With
Eddie George bringing home
college football's biggest individual prize in 1995, the Buckeyes now boast six Heisman
winners.
■ First-round draft picks.
In the '90s, Ohio State has
more NFL first-round draft
picks than any other college,
including Orlando Pace, last
year's No. 1 draft pick. The list
includes George, Terry Glenn,
Shawn Springs, Korey
Stringer and numerous other
NFL stars.
■ Coaching. I know what

your saying: "John Cooper is
the worst coach in Ohio State
history!" Actually, his record
of 86-30-4 makes him second in
wins all-time at OSU behind
Woody Hayes. And all those
first-round draft picks speak
volumes about Cooper's recruiting ability.
Probably the best judge of a
program, however, is the ability to have good seasons when
you're supposed to be rebuilding. After Eddie George and
Terry Glenn left after "95, the
Buckeyes were slated to finish
fourth in the Big Ten.
What happened was the first
trip by the Buckeyes to Pasadena in 10 years. This team
doesn't rebuild, it reloads.
To build a program,
however, a school needs to
have tradition. Ohio State has
one of the richest traditions in
college football.
Take a look at the famous
coaches that have come
through the Buckeyes system:
Woody Hayes, Bo Schembechler, Lou Holtz, Earl Bruce,
Paul Brown, John Cooper and
of course BG's own Gary
Blackney.
Look at the players that have
come out of OSU's system in
the past: "Hopalong" Cassidy,
Archie Graham, Chris Spielman just to name a few.
Ohio State cranks out
NFL-caliber running backs
with alarming frequency. Consider the fact that the last
three tailbacks for the Buckeyes - Robert Smith, Carlos
Snow, Eddie George - all ended up in the NFL. All sources
point to the fact that Pepe
Pearson is headed in the same
direction.
Ohio State is a football factory. The pieces may change
but the Buckeye tradition remains the same. There is only
one Ohio State and it is the best
program in college football.

Indians stand pat

Trading flurry punctuates
baseball expansion draft
The Associated Press

Buckeyes boast best
collegiate program

The Associated Press

Auot laird Prvii phofo

Atlanta's Fred McGriff was one of
several high-salaried stars sent
packing after Tuesday's expansion draft.
center field gives Arizona
strength up the middle.
The cost-cutting Marlins,
meanwhile, continued their
breakup that began with the recent trade of Moises Alou to
Houston.
This time, Florida sent closer
Nen, who is owed $14.5 million in
the next three seasons, to San
Francisco and traded White, due
$3.5 million next year, to Arizona
Both deals were made for minor
leaguers.

keep this club together through
'98 and lake another run at it"
Many thought the Indians
needed to acquire a No. 1 starter
to do that. Hart, who failed to
sign free agents Roger Clemens,
John Smoltz and Alex Fernandez
last winter, aggressively pursued
Montreal's Pedro Martinez after
the World Series. Discussion
stopped when the Expos demanded 21-year-old power pitcher
Jaret Wright in return.

CLEVELAND -- While the Florida Marlins dismantle their
World Series championship
team, something else is happening in Cleveland.
Nothing.
When all those general managers crowded around the podium after the expansion draft in
Phoenix Tuesday night, Cleveland's John Hart was merely a
spectator.
Wright is the fearless kid who
Knowing Hart, this was no
practically pitched the Indians to
small act of forbearance.
"We're going to evaluate each their first World Series title in 49
trade as it comes along," the In- years all by himself last month'
dians general manager said. He had Game 7 and the whole
"We're not going to get pushed thing won, only to watch the bullpen blow a ninth-inning lead.
into doing anything."
"Jaret Wright may never be
The AL champion Indians are
in the market for a No. 1 starting Pedro Martinez," Hart said. "The
pitcher. So is most every other jury's still out. But I think he certeam. But at some point, the In- tainly has the ability."
dians must decide how long they
Talks with Seattle about Randy
can afford to carry a roster of
high-priced, all-star position Johnson have moved slowly,
players if they don't have enough Hart says the Mariners don't
pitching to win the ultimate seem sure what to do about the
Big Unit yet. A proposed deal
prize
"As you look at our ballclub, that would have sent third basethe strength is in the position man Matt Williams to one of the
players on the everyday club," expansion teams fell through
Hart said. "Our priority is to too.

FALCON HOCKEY THIS WEEKEND
SATURDAY
FRIDAY NIGHT
NIGHT
vs.
vs.
MICHIGAN
MICHIGAN ST.
7:00
7:00
e
At the BGSU Ice arena

At the BGSU Ice arena

STUDENTS - DON'T
FORGET
There is a student ticket pick - up for
both of these games. Get your tickets
at the Memorial Hall Ticket Office as soon as possible
.
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BG netters resting up for spring

Tight On Funds?
Split it With a Friend ^

FREE

□ The Falcon women's
tennis team aims to
build strength during
break.

Turkey Club SuperMelt
With the purchase of
another SuperMelt
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1027 N. Main St.
Bowling Green
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Break time.
While most people on campus
are waiting for Thanksgiving
break and Christmas break, the
Bowling Green women's tennis
team is currently talcing a break
from tennis for good reasons -mainly to gear up for the grueling spring season.
Falcon sophomore Kelly Dredge said the team needs a break.
"It's a time to relax and take
your mind off things," Dredge

Let your future be with
RE. Management.
\ Stop by for a complete
apartment listing.

said. "When the season is near,
we'll be pumped and ready to
go."
Throughout the break, the
team will be weightlifting and doing a plyometrics program. The
plyomet rics
program Is designed to help
improve a
player's quickness, which is
vital when it
comes to tracking down balls
and hitting
them over the
Dean
net.
In terms of the program, BG
senior Jenny Cheung offers advice to the newcomers.
"It's a totally different way of

building up strength," Cheung
said. "You can measure success
with it. It's different than an
everyday routine."
Besides plyometrics and
weightlifting, the players will
also be doing skill work. They
may work in groups of two or
three according to coach Penny
Dean. For Instance, a player may
work on serving if that had been
a problem during the fall season
"It's a time to work on a specific skill when you don't have competition (to worry about)," Dean
said.
Throughout the season, one
team goal was to work on the
mental part of the tennis game.
In other words, they work on trying to stay positive throughout an
entire match regardless of the

Women's basketball signs third recruit

Student Marketing Manager
Pro Performance Marketing needs a reliable,
professional, outgoing , goal oriented event
manager to execute promotions for university
sponsored marketing program.

* Excellent pay
* Part time position
* For '97 - '98 school year
* Nationwide program
* All expense paid training
conference

PROMOTIONS

The Falcon women's basketball team announced the signing
Wednesday of Dana Western, a S-11 forward from Whitestown,
Ind. Western is the third high school senior to commit to Bowling
Green during the early signing period.
BG coach Jaci Clark also received commitments from 5-8
guard Leigh Ann Dalton and 5-11 forward/center Franclne Miller.
Western has posted double-digit averages in points and rebounds en route to team MVP honors in each of her first three
years at Lebanon High School.
"Dana Is a good athlete," Clark said. "She has very good numbers in terms of points and rebounds. She will be able to defend,
and will help us out in the rebounding department. That will be
very important."
Western is also left-handed, as she will be the first southpaw to
take the court for BG during Clark's tenure.

The Associated Press

Esiason takes over at QB for Bengals

Call Michelle at
1-800-377-1924
for information and to schedule an interview

CINCINNATI - Jeff Blake's season-long slump has temporarily cost him a starting job.
Conceding that Blake is not improving, Cincinnati Bengals
coach Bruce Coslet announced Wednesday that Boomer Esiason
will start at quarterback against the Jacksonville Jaguars next
Sunday.
Coslet said the switch is only temporary, although there's no
time frame for Blake to regain the job. Blake has thrown only
eight touchdown passes in 11 games, one of the reasons the Bengals are out of playoff contention at 3-8.
The switch will end Blake's streak of 52 consecutive starts, the
longest by a quarterback in the American Conference. Esiason
has not started for the Bengals since Nov. 22,1992.
Coslet believes Blake is simply trying too hard, and watching
from the sidelines might give him a different perspective and
help him relax.
Compiled from staff and wire reports
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situation. They will do that in
group sessions.
According to Dredge, Dean has
had these sessions at the end of
practice to help the team at the
mental level.
"She'll read famous quotes
from famous athletes," Dredge
said. "During the match If I'm
getting frustrated, I'll remember
the quote. It'll help me stay focused and I'll play better."
Last but not least, Dean said
the players will do lots of studying to do well academically. As
the cliche goes, an athlete has to
make the grades in order to play.

OSU's two-headed
QB poses threat

Sports Briefs

EVENT MARKETING

Women's
Tennis

American Heart i
Association."

If you are what you cat.
whv not cut back on fat?

COLUMBUS - One is known as
the runner and the other as the
passer. The question Is whether
the two together make enough of
a quarterback to upset topranked Michigan on Saturday.
Fourth-ranked Ohio State's
quarterback tandem of Stanley
Jackson and Joe Germaine has
been successful for two years,
sharing the job while the Buckeyes have gone 21-2.
The split personality of the
Ohio State signal-callers may
signal some problems for a Michigan squad ranked first in the Big
Ten in pass defense and second
In the country in points allowed.
"Germaine is more of a pocket
kind of guy and Jackson is more
the runner," said Michigan defensive end Glen Steele. "It
makes it hard for defenses when
you have to look at two different
style quarterbacks. It's something we're going to have to look
at hard and something we're going to have to shut down. This is
the best offense we've faced."
Jackson, a 6-foot-l, 203-pound
senior co-captain, has hit on
71-of-116 passes for eight touchdowns without an interception
and is the team's fourth-leading
rusher with 185 yards and two
touchdowns. He is 21-1 as a starter.
Germaine, a 6-2, 196-pound
Junior, is second In the nation in
pass efficiency, completing
114-of-167 passes for 14 touchdowns with seven interceptions.
He is 0-1 as a starter, but came
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■It's been 10 years since the
Buckeyes fired coach Garlc Bruce,
but his story still intrigues fans.
See page eleven.

off the bench to lead Ohio State
to a 20-17 victory over Arizona
State and earn the most outstanding player award at the Rose
Bowl last season.
A year ago, Jackson's production tapered off the second half
of the season while Germaine's
was soaring. So despite Ohio
State's 10-0 record, coach John
Cooper elected to start Germaine
in the annual showdown with
Michigan.
Germaine completed just
12-of-31 passes for 148 yards
with no touchdowns and one
interception. Jackson wasn't effective either, hitting only l-of-4
passes for 9 yards in Michigan's
stunning 13-9 upset of the second-ranked Buckeyes, who were
favored by 17 points.
Jackson has started every
game since then and will start
this time against the Wolverines.
"We're not going to make any
change in the quarterback situation," Cooper said this week.
Michigan All-American cornerback Charles Woodson said
the Wolverines must turn up the
heat no matter who Is taking the
Buckeyes' snaps.
"We know they will both play,
so whoever is In there we are going to have to put pressure on
them," Woodson said.
It is Michigan's pressure that
worries Cooper the most.
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College life is almost over and you're getting ready to trade in the freedom of progressive
thinking and cutting-edge ideas for a suit and stiff shoes. Well, it doesn't have to be that way.
If you want to begin leading a progressive professional life, join a company that's committed
to advancements, PROGRESSIVE.
At PROGRESSIVE, we believe that the only way to nurture creative approaches and
professional achievements is to give our employees the freedom to chart their own course and make
their own success. By practicing exactly what we believe, we've become one of the nation's largest
private passenger auto insurers and a preferred, state-of-the-art workplace in northeast Ohio.
Come see us when we visit your campus on Tuesday, December 2, 1997 for an informal
Informational Session at the Best Western Falcon Plaza from 7:00 to 8:30 p.m. We have great opportunities for bright, ambitious COfAPWXt*. SCl«N«lS r\H& rVr\»S rV\Aj©«.S.
We encourage you to go beyond traditional thinking. Question the status quo. Check with Career Services
to schedule an interview or to get more information.
Here's your chance to work on challenging assignments, receive ongoing training, and be part of a real
team-oriented environment. A casual dress code, competitive benefits, and a compensation package that
includes a 401(k) and Gainsharing program are just a few of the perks. Take a look at our website at
www.auto-insurance.com to find out more about PROGRESSIVE.

1260 W. Alexis Rd.
(across from G.M.
Powertrain)
269-0303
i

Two Step Above
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If you can't see us while we're on campus, you can fax your resume—indicating job code 978PO0U—to
216-446-4855 or mail it to: Progressive, Information Services Division; 6300 Wilson Mills Road,
North Birlloing-N200; Mayfield Village, OH 44143. Equal Opportunity Employer. M/F/D/V.
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Deposed OSU coach still popular
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Ten years ago
this week, Earle Bruce was fired
as Ohio State's football coach and became more popular.
Even after so long, and as
fourth-ranked Ohio State prepares for another showdown with
No. 1 rival and top-ranked Michigan, it's a story that still intrigues the fans.
Brace's Buckeye roots ran
deep. He was recruited to play
football at Ohio State and served
Woody Hayes as an assistant
coach. After a successful high
school and college coaching career, it was Bruce who was
picked to take over when Hayes
was fired for punching a Clemson player in the 1978 Gator
Bowl.
Lou Holtz, another Hayes
protege, once cracked he didn't
want to be the guy who followed
Hayes - he wanted to be the guy

Buckeyes prepare/or Michigan on
1 Oth anniversary of Bruce9sfiring
who followed the guy who followed Hayes.
But Brace held his own. In his
first year, inheriting a Buckeye
team that had lost its last three
games to Michigan and was
picked to finish fifth in the Big
Ten, Bruce led Ohio State to a
victory over the Wolverines and
perfect 11-0 regular season. Only
a one-point loss to Southern Cal
in the Rose Bowl prevented the
Buckeyes from a shot at a
national championship.
For the next six seasons, Ohio
State went 9-3 each year. "Old 9-3
Earle" the fans called him.
Fast forward to 1987.
Coming off a 10-3 season, a No.
7 ranking and a 28-12 victory
lOOOOOOOO
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• -■AIL TOURNAMENT
Friday. November 21 SI
3:30pm
Only 5 dollar! • BursaraNa'

Classified
Ads

Prizes! Prizes! Pnzasl
$40 lor 1 SI. «20 lor 2nd. f 10 lor 3rd
Sign up in rha UAO office (330 Unon|

372-6977

sponsored by UAO
Ouestions?eall372-7164
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Do you know what to do in an emergency?
IK. HELP ARRIVES
Thursday. November 20th
4.30pm
Student Union-Town Room
$5.00 per person
Sign up In 330 Student Union

CAMPUS EVENTS

Sponsored by UAO
Questions? Ceil 372-7164
Hungry?
To commemorate Hunger Awareness Week
join us tor the FREE Hunger Banquet
Sunday. Nov. 23. S-7pm
Kreisetter Sundial, 6 o'clock dining room
Please RSVP »the Honors office 2-8504

OfHuili Student Hoc bay Social
Friday Nov. 2196pm
lea A r ana Lounge
Fraa Plua and Pop
AH Graduate Studanla Walcomal
W.Hope to See You There'
Oraduala Sudani Senate

Interested in tunes and laughs?
MkeRaybum
Musiaan and Comedian
Friday. November 21 st
8:00-9:30pm
Kreiscner Silver River Cafe
FREEIII

over Texas A&M in the Cotton
Bowl, Brace and the Buckeyes
got nothing but bad news. Standout wide receiver Cris Carter
was declared Ineligible before
the season for accepting money
from an agent. After a 5-1-1 start,
the Buckeyes lost by six points at
home to Michigan State and two
points at Wisconsin.
In the seniors' last game at
Ohio Stadium, Iowa's Marv Cook
caught a pass on fourth and 23 at
the Ohio State 28 and broke three
tackles before falling into the
end zone with 6 seconds left for a
stunning 29-27 Hawkeye victory.
At Brace's news conference
two days later, he said he had not
been told he would be fired and

would never resign.
At almost the same time, Ohio
State President Ed Jennings
s'immoned athletics director
Rick Bay to his office.
"He said, 'You need to come
see me because we have to make
a change,'" Bay said.
Jennings, in a telephone interview Wednesday cited the
settlement of a lawsuit Brace
later filed and declined to comment.
"This thing was settled 10
years ago with a court order not
to discuss the details," Jennings
said. "That's my disadvantage
and everybody's disadvantage.
The courts have spoken."
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ATTN: CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS!! Need
Ml. Call For Keeps 3S12232, ask lor Amy n
inquire about an excellent lundraising opportunity^
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Needed: 48 Students to carry
flags in the BG Unit of the
Bowling Green Holiday Parade
on Nov. 22 For more info.
contact Jeff at Poinier@bgnet bgsu edu
by Nov. 20th
Breakfast wil be provided along with
shuffle service to and from the parade site

Green Stuff parrot Has centimental value
Reward 353-5339

GEAR FOR THE WILDERNESS
Backpacks. Sleeping bags, hiking boots.
Waterproof/breathable rainwear a skiwear
tents, Rockcambing, canoes, kayaks.
Clinics and trips now available
Canoe Shop 140 River Rd Walerville. OH
(4181878-3700
www.theCanoeshop com

LOST & FOUND

RANTEED TAN
FOR GRADUATION
$20 ivith Cotion
''you made the grades, wedmak& you
(Brozimfor graduation!'
RISOSCC: NfVtZ PIRNCT TON
ACRYLFNAEZ
full Set
140.00
Bolonte $?0.00
(Vtanicure $10.00
French $12.00
Noil Repoir $3.00 per noil
(receive $5 off full set)

HOME OPENER
vs. Detroit

/J
Saturday at 1:30
Anderson Arena
Congratulations to Phi Kappa Tail
New Executive Board
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CHOOSE ANY 2 /
/•7" 1 Item Pizza
FOR
' • Huge Bieadsticks
"Small Sub
,•7 Wings
*•»"»■ » ** J
J« 4 Mozzarella Cheese Sticks/
J JUST ASK! SPECIAL!

President
Dave Lamancusa

$4.75
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Vice President

Secretary

Nick Gentile

Pete Titas

352-5166
Open 4 pm
Lunch weekends

Treasurer
Kris Pierson

352-2812

NOW LEASING FALL 1998

Alex Gala

VP Rush Chair
Keith Wright

New 10 Month
Certificate Plan!!!

6.00%
Annual Percentage Yield (APY)

20 Month \
*eW ' ,„ Plan
Certi^V

1

2 Bedrooms
l|Jundryi"«»hW,Q

United time eifer.
Get your special rate
certificate today!
h VWVn7.l.l?SJtrw/J

J

Come see us for a complete listing of locations

PREFERRED PROPERTIES
530 Maple St.

419-352-9378

VP Social Chair
Bob Joyce

Two new plans!
Two great rates!
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VP Scholarship
Chair
Paul Rados

Up ...up ...and way
above our competition!

Must show
BC.SU
Student I.D.!

ConaratuCatiotus graduates!i

YP Alumni Relations
Kevin Hartman .
House Manager

FREE DELIVERY

, NolVaWWlh AnvOHwrOfltfEaVHtn 12/31.97/

Stt.

BGSU Women's Basketball

Students admitted FREE with valid BGSU I.D.

Study AbroaaFlnanclal Aid Heeling
come learn how your financial aid package apples 10 your study abroad experience. This
session win be held on Thursday. November
20 from 2 00-3 00pm in the Capbal Room in
the Union Call 372-0309 wilh questions

SPWQ wm "12
rmofmrnrnmiic

Love, Amanda

SERVICES OFFERED

Sponsored by UAO
Ouesnons??? Call 372-7164

£5&

Happy 21st
Birthday Rick.
Have a great time
Trickster!

Rales and yields an subject ID change without notice. These are fixed rsec accounts. The
APY is based on the assumption that dividends remain on deposit until maturity. Federal
regulations require a dividend penalty for early withdrawal. See the mirk in savings
ilastlnceai. for complete account information. Glass City Federal Credit Union hi federally
insured by the National Credit Union Administration Rates in effect as of 11/1/97.
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Pregnant??
FRFE Pregnancy lesls
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING
3S4-4873 BG Pregnancy Can let

PERSONALS

Congratulations to JP Knapp
tor being recognized as the
Pr* Kappa Tau brother ol the week

PHI KAPPA TAU • PHI KAPPA TAU

1111 Spnng Break Cancun a Jamaica $3791
Book Early - Savoi Gel a group - Go Free!
Panama City %^^9' Souffi Beach {Bars Close
Sam) $1291 apringbreaklravel.com
I a00-67fr6386
1111 Spring Break Bahamas Party Cm™' 6
days $2791 Includes meals, tree parties1 Get a
group - Go Free' Prices increase soon ■ Save
tSO' sprinqpf aktravol com 1 80t> 678-6366
AOO'AQO'AQO
Thanks to tie SAE's lor the tea on Friday. We
had an awesome ome.
AQO'AQO'AQO

Phi Mu ' Ha/ley Merle, ' Phi Mu
Are you going as He/ley or Marley?
Are you sure rhat this dress
will be appropriate tor this place?
Phi Mu • Haney Marley ' Phi Mu
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
ADOPTION IS AN OPTION
A warm, caring couple wil give your baby a lifetime of love, security A wonderful opportunities
Please call Karol A Rob at
t 800 292 5363 or call 1-800-927-7222 A ask
for Karol A Rob's profile ol information.

THON ON! THON ONI THON ONI
ALL DANCE MARATHON DANCE RSIII

Alpha Gamma Delta
Thanks to the Theta Chrs lor showing our Canadian sisters a great time You guys Rock'
Alpha Gamma Delta

MANDATORY MEETING
WHEN NOVEMBER20,1997AT9:15PM
WHERE 1007 BA

Get Healthy'
Free Nutritional Assessments
Call 372 9355
For an appointment
Center tor Wellness a Prevention

Gredualng and Need a Resume'
'A Hire Image' Resume Writing
can help you get the 10b you want.
Weekend A Evening Appointments
20 minutes from BGSU campus
Member of "Professional Association
ol Resume Wnters" (419) 666-4518
Email: OhioResGaH9aol.com

Desperate for Graduation Tickets
Call 353-0247

PHI KAPPA TAU • PHI KAPPA TAU

THON ON! THON ON! THON ONI
Thursday Nite
Mr. Bojangles
Dimers 7-9pm

Female subleaser: scenic oceanview win
crawling disl ol campus. 2 outhouses Stacey
353 2145
Male Sub lees.r Wanted
New Fran* Apia. 3 Bdrm, 2 Bath,
Fireplace, 3 other roomatea.
Can lor Info. 352-2*03 or call Oan collect
218-A71 37B3
Need Graduation Ticket*
Call MWeal 354 1292
Will pay money
One Subleaser needed ASAP
Thru June tor new duplex. Lg kitchenniving
room and bedroom. Very dose to campus.
353-5144
Rmte. wanted. Immediately. Own room. Furnished. Basic UOI included. «225/mo. plus dep.
Call 354-9890
Subleaser needed for Spring Sem. 2 bdrm.
turn. Across from BW 3's Rent is negotiable
Call lor more info 354-4337
Subleaser needed for spnng sem.
New turn dean apt. w/own bed/bathroom
Close lo campus. For info can 353-7052
Subleaser needed tor Spnng
Close to campus. S195 plus utilities
Call 354-2703

Thursday Nite
Mr Boiangles
Famous Wet T-shirt contest
Cash Prizes
URGENT!
Need Graduation Tickets - Win pay
Call Chns, 372-5773

WANTED:
3 DEC GRADUATION
TICKETS Will pay $
Call Jen 353 7905

WANTED

HELP WANTED

1 Graduation ticket needed
01372-5677

KA • Alpha Chi Omega • KA
Kappa Delta' Order of Omega " Kappa Delta
Congratulations to Katy Creecy, Amy Flowers,
and Chnsty Urn fleet on being tapped into Order
of Omega. We're proud of you I

1 subleaser needed, great roommates
Great location, own room
Call Can© 353 1346

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Now hiring for Spnng Semester
Parttme
Less than one block from campus
tote. STARTING PAY
3 shifts available:
A shift 7:00am • 1000am
B shift 10:15am- 1:15pm
C shift: 1:30pm -4:30pm

1 to 2 subleasers needed.
Call Chris or Brian @ 352 24 72

New Flexible Hours Available!
Possibility ol working 2112 hours
and getting paid tor 31
354 8802
354 8703

2 Graduaion Tickets Needed.
Call 352 8331
3 Graduation tickets tor December
Will pay cash CaU David 970 484 6744

Management Inc.
215 E. Poe Rd. Studio apt,
Laundry on site. 230/mo.
avail. In Jan. call 353-5800

CLEVELAND/AKRON STUDENTS
Great Psrl Time Job Opportunities"
Home City Ice offers FLEXIBLE hours and
EXCELLENT pay for its employees during tie
school year and summer break 8-40 hours per
weekjobs aver age S6 50-10.00/hour
Call Brian or Tommy Toil-Free
800-376-5388
Please cat us during your winter break to interview and apply
CRUISE SHIP A LAND TOUR EMPLOYMENT - Discover how to work in exotic locations, meet fun people, while earning a Irving in
these exciting industries1 For employment information, cat: 517-336-0571 Ext C55441

WE USE ONLY
• Sodium Free • Chemical Free

Management Inc.

• Natural Hydration

830 Fourth St, 1 bdrm-gas
heat A/C starting
340/mo+elec/gas. Avail. Jan.
Call 353-5800

• Serviced and Sanitized Daily
• NAMA Approved
Open 24 Hours • Sell Serve B.Y.O.B.

Dancers - Now hiring for the
•1 Gentlemen's Club in Toledo.
Travel A magazine modeling available
DqaVu 419-531 0079
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT Discover
how to work si America's Parks. Forests A
Wildlile Preserves Competitive wages ♦ bonuses' Seasonal/year-round. For employment
information.call (517)324-3081 exl N5544I
Part time Office cleaning Evenings, over
Thanksgiving & Chhsimas break. 15-20 hrs.
per week Call 352 5822
Pizze Hut Now Hiring shift managers. Both locations. Good pay Benefit*. Apply in person
I502E Wooster
Toledo Country Club now hiring for part time
holiday help Banquet staff, wan staff and Bus
ser positions available. Above average pay
rate for all positions Scholarship opportunities
available. Day and evening shifts wanted. Win
happily work with dass schedules Apply in
person or call for more information & (419)
382-3416.

FORSALE

PUP WD
Wi

• Over 300 Locations

Iguana cage. 2 feet by 3 leet with acessones
Call Megan at 354-0220

Houses A Duplexes lor '96 »9 school year
1 to 4 person homes available
12 month leases only starting in May
Steve Smith 352-8917 (no cans after 8pm)

Mobil Home For Sale- Weston
14165 Very good condition
$8900 Owner financing available

Bob e 669-3383

Houses, l A 2 bdrm. turn, apts for
1998 99 school year 352-7454

Pentax 35mm. 1-70mm telemacro AF Zoom
camera $175 Pachinko (pmban machine) $50
Call 352-1350

Single home-owner seeking two or three
grad students to share very nice 4 bdrm house
onWinlergarden Jusl off Poe Rd kilernation
alstudents welcome. CaU 436-5672 days.
2613-6966 evenings.

PowerBook 170 8/200/14 4. $565 . tax
PowerBook 170 8/80/14.4. $495 . tax
Can Paul at 353-7285

SouthSide Sell Storage now
renting all sizes at 993 S Main
3538206 or 354-8206

FOR RENT
1-4 subleasers needed tor next semester
2 blocks from campus Call 354 2427
2 Bdrm. 605 5th si Apt C
Avail Jan 1st $350 plus utilities

Steve Smith 35? 891/
Female Subleaser Wanted $i68/mo
Close to campus. Call 353-2191
2 bedroom, 1 bath, furnished apt. located on
2nd St. Avail lor second semester Call
354-4063

Storage Avail 5x10- 10x30units
Call 354-2260
Subleaser wanted for spring and summer semesters 1 bedroom apartment in Hillsdale
Complex $350/mo Call 354 1302
Subleaser needed lor Spnng '98 Furnished elfioeny apartment Close to campus, laundry
'acilities Call Chris aj 352-5642
Sublet. 2 side by side efficiences connected by
engyway Large storage space Ideal tor 2
friends but will sublet separately $360 each.
347 N Mam Si Apt CAD Call 352 0165
ii'.ivt' aajajjaaj

Apartment tor rent, available for spring semester. Close lo campus. 1 bedroom, big family
room, fun kitchen and laundry facilities Call
354-7310

144 Fax/Modem Spkr Phone and AT A T
cordless phone $35 each Call 373 6069

Duplex house with 1 bedrroom and yard. Subleaser needed by Dec. 25th $440 per month
including all utilities 353-5266

1994 Honda Helix
(Soooler) For Sa>e

Eff and 2 BDRM apt
Avail, now or 2nd Semester

Two Bdrm. one bath house in BG
Avail Ja- ist.negot PelsOK
Call 354 2285

CALL US!
353-MEGA

NO PETS 353-8206 OR 354-8206

Call 353-6127
85 Chevy Chevene. Gray. No rust. $500 or
Host otter 354 8000
Apple computer. Quadra 660 ZA 14" muli scan
monitor geoport software indudes words 6.
Excel. Internet Final. Chinese. A Annvirus Alt
for $680 Call 352-0081
Computer (or Sale
486 MuitiMedia Complete System
Internet ready $435
Upnght Freezer lor Sale $75

Bob «i>669 3393

$1500 weekly potential mailing our anculars
Frae information. Call 410-347-1475

1 Ticket lor Dec. 20th Graduation
Win pay for ticket A phone call
Tina Pnbul ski 440-355-612S

College of Education Decemeber Graduation
tickets needed. If you are not attending or ha*9
eitras please call Adam 8746283

11000 WEEKLY!! Stuff envelopes at home lor
$200 each plus bonuses. F/T. PT Make
S800*weekly, guaranteed1 Free supplies. For
details, send one sump to: N 181. 12021 WilshireBlvd Suite 552. Los Angeles. CA 90025

Urgent
Need Graduation Ticket
WJIPay
Call 372-1631

KA • Alpha Chi Omega • KA
The brothers of Kappa Alpha Order would like
lo (hank the sisters ol Alpha Ch, Omega for tie
tea last week

Thursday, November 20. 1997

For sale 89 White Toyota Corrolla w/ sunroof.
93.000 miles. $2500. automatic Call (419)

2429650
GREAT GIFT IDEA
Exclusive BGSU Throw Blanket. Beautiful design only $59 95 For Keeps Dowtown Between Ace A Ben Franklin Call 353 2232 to or
der
Guitar Amplifier Half-Stack. Carvm 3200 mas
ter tube theones 100 wan head A 400 wan 4 x
12 cabinet Owned less than 6 mo Excellent
oond Call 353-5144

(6 3 4 2)
1616 E. WOOSTER
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FREE Delivery ot 15 Min.pkk-up

AlternativeClolhinq •WitterWear
• Beaded/Hemp Jewelry • Imported Cisara
• Clove Cigarettes • Incense • Unique
Candles • Tapestries • Stickers • Posters •
900+ Tees • Patchwork Pants • Hair Glitter
(rjdd & silver) & wide assortment of
washable colors • Body Purifiers (100%
Suarantee) •leather - padded wool socks
•Scented oils & lotions •

445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

The Domino's Meal Plan
Mention this ad when ordering

LARGE PEP
I
I
I
I
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$5.99#!
One Large One Item Pizza
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MEGA DEAL

$8.99

BGSU

|

PRINTING SERVICES
For all your printing & copying needs.
Right here on CAMPUS!.'
*
*
*
*
*
'"

Free pick-up and delivery service
Full bindery services
Variety of paper colors and stocks
Handbooks, flyers, newsletters
Black and white transparencies
Full finishing capabilities

Any Size Pizza

|
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FALCON COMBO

$9.99 !

One Medium Two Item Pitta,

■

luo Coca-Cola**
One Order olTwisty Bread

|

NOT VALID WITH ANY Ol HI K I
II! 11 It I M'IKI X I Ml
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DOUBLE LARGE

|$12.99^P

Located: Park Avenue Warehouse
Phone:372-2216

Two Large Two Item
Piz/;i^
KEPDBHtl I \\H\ NOT \MH>
i oTHuorran
6-91

Management Inc.

Walermill
Express
Look for the little Walermills all over lown.
C4LU-J0MI7-1W] FOB THC LOCATION NWlSTlOU'

Now Leasing tor Fall ol
1998!!! Stop by 1045 N. Main
for a complete listing or call
353-5800.

Clip & Save!!!
Mb North Main

Bowling Green

DOUBLE MEDIUM

$10.99|p!

Redeem this coupon and receive
10/C (JjJ your next purchase!!!

All You Can Eat

I

T\vo Medium Two Item
Piz/.iis

A
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Offer ends 1/1/98

We accept competitors' coupons
for like Product & Service

Holiday Ski Trip
*
to HSPEN
January 3 - IL 1998 ^
Trip includes 6 nights in luxury condos
located in Snowmass Uillage, 4 out of
5 day multi mountain lift ticket and
much more.

15 spots available.

1349 without transportation
$465 ujith motorcdach

5fc

transportation
*
For mr.rR~taformat.ion. call Cat Cramp @
372-7481or stop by the SRC Main Office.
UCKtTKMU
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STEAK & SEAFOOD

Across from the Stadiurr

I
I

(Valid for purchases of $5.00 or more)

www.bgsu.edu/offices/student_affairs/recsporis

MUCH HA KILH IKIII
Limned Time (HTir
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